Keeping Retail & E-Commerce
Data Safe in the Cloud

88% of all Data Breaches
are Financially Motivated
This means no part of the retail and e-commerce industry
is immune from attack. Online stores, point of sale
systems, payment processors, and even brick and mortar
stores are all vulnerable. A customer who enters their
card for an online purchase, swipes to buy gas or pays for
dinner can have their payment data run through multiple
financial systems owned by separate organizations all in
one day with no guarantee of security.

Key Takeaways

1 / 5 breaches are cloud related
Avg. cost of an e-commerce /
retail breach: $3.5 M

Retail

50% of breaches due to
malicious attack; 50% due to
misconfiguration and human
error

In 2013 it was discovered some 40 million credit and
debit card accounts were stolen during the postthanksgiving Black Friday sales rush. Data for 70
million shoppers such as names, addresses, phone
numbers and email addresses was also taken.

3 months to contain a retail
and e-commerce breach;
311 days to resolve it

Total costs associated with the breach ended up
around $300 million, over $150 million in fines and
settlements alone.

Cardholder data is captured
and (re)sold for an avg. of 532
days

Target

Uber
E-Commerce
In 2016 Uber had 600,000 driver and 57 million user
accounts breached. Instead of reporting the incident,
the company paid the attacker $100,000 as a bribe to
keep the details of the breach private. Information
stolen included names, email addresses, phone
numbers, and drivers’ license numbers.
Ultimately it became public knowledge and the
company was fined $148 million in 2018 for violation of
data breach notification laws.

Heartland Data Systems
Payment Processing
The result of a malware attack, over 130 million credit
card numbers were stolen in what has been one of the
largest payment processing breaches to date.
It was later discovered a single hacker, responsible for
a number of other data breaches, was also responsible
for this one. Heartland Data Systems eventually paid
out $140 million in fines and penalties.

SecureCloudDB prevents
businesses from becoming
another statistic through
Database Activity Monitoring,
vulnerability assessments,
policies and alerting

With 75% of databases expected to be deployed or migrated to the
cloud by 2022, organizations focused on e-commerce must prepare for
elevated breaches that will come with the expanded attack surface of
the cloud.
Security research at IBM suggests 1 out of 5 breaches are cloud related,
with e-commerce and retail continuously being one of the top sectors
likely to be breached with the average cost, including remediation,
fines, and lost revenue being $3.5 million USD per breach.

$3.5 M
Avg. cost of an
e-commerce /
retail breach

While each organization conducts business in a drastically different sector of the retail and e-commerce
industry they are all dealing with similar sensitive data. According to IBM, around half of all breaches are
due to malicious attack, with misconfiguration and human error making up the other half. Retail and ecommerce require an average of 311 days before a breach is resolved, with at least 3 months spent just to
contain the breach.

How Do You Value Retail Data?
The value of stolen retail data to a cybercriminal can vary depending on the information you have
compiled. Most of the time, the value is in the customer payment data. According to research from
Security Metrics, cardholder data was captured and sold for an average of 532 days during which time it
could be bought and resold dozens of times.
A single credit card number could go for as little as $1 on the dark web whereas a database with more
complete records may fetch hundreds or thousands of dollars, all depending on amount, completeness,
and targeting.
How much data was stolen?
A single credit card number will go for much
less than a cache of hundreds, thousands,
or even millions of records.

How complete are the records?
The reason a credit card number is so cheap is because
it’s just the payment data, you don’t get anything else
with it which means you may have holes to fill. If you can
get your hands on additional data to form a complete
profile of an individual you’ll have a much more valuable
cache of information. Most of the time retail data
includes billing and shipping information that can include
names, emails, phone numbers, and addresses of
customers.

Who is your victim?
Even if most people don’t think there’s value in their
information, it can be a treasure trove in the right hands.
Knowing who the victim is, and what their income and
credit limit is means that you can specialize your attack
based on those criteria.

Where Can the Threat Come From?
The threats faced by retail and e-commerce organizations include:
User error and social engineering
Spam / phishing emails
Macros / ransomware
Old and/or weak security protocols
Browser vulnerabilities
Unpatched software and software vulnerabilities
Zero-day exploits

Poor firewall and network configuration
Lack of application control
Unsecured USB access
Botnets and DDOS (Distributed Denial of Service)
attack
Persistent remote access
Lack of mobile device control

Simplify Securing AWS Databases
and Start with SecureCloudDB
Architected for the cloud, SecureCloudDB provides
real-time Database Activity Monitoring (DAM) and
security posture management specialized for
retail cloud environments.

A breach of your infrastructure
can mean reputation damage, a
costly recovery, and civil /
regulatory penalties. Get
ahead of the breach by
monitoring your
environment and
remediating any issues.

Built for the cloud, having a real-time overview of
your cloud environment, configurations and live
activity reduces your risk of an attacker
exploiting your infrastructure.

Specialized for
the Retail and
E-commerce
Industry

Maintain
Customer
Trust

SecureCloudDB ships with 100+
security rules out of the box coming
from authoritative sources such as CIS
Benchmarks, AWS Best Practices and
proprietary SecureCloudDB assessments.
With customizable rules and policies you can
implement any rules to monitor your environment's
PCI compliance.

Key
Features

Fulfill PCI & Other
Compliance
Requirements

Vulnerability Assessment
Audits databases, backups and
configurations against CIS
benchmarks, AWS best
practices, PCI and
both SecureCloudDB
standard and custom rules.
DAM
Non intrusive DAM across your
environment provides a real-time
view of activity and alerting for all
policy violations based on activity.

Custom Dashboards
Out-of-the-box dashboards and reporting
give you a bird's eye view of the environment
with the ability to export all data into an easy-toread report for your executive and security teams.

Policies and Alerting
Policies allow you to create alerts based on
security rules and database activity. If a policy is
breached you will be alerted via email, SecurityHub, etc.

Retail organizations are making a switch to the cloud, which opens up their
infrastructure in the cloud to an expanded attack surface not addressed by legacy
security tools. Ultimately this can lead to breaches and headaches with hundreds of
millions of dollars in fines, recovery costs, and lost revenue. Using SecureCloudDB
you can fulfill compliance requirements, monitor environment activity as it’s
happening, maintain your reputation, and ultimately your organization.
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